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ABSTRACT 

 
Cascade impactors are useful tools in the measurement of particle size mass distribution of 

workplace aerosols. The application of cascade impactors, however, is sometimes challenging. 
Personal aerosol samples were collected by Sioutas cascade impactors and respirable cyclones in 
parallel in a silicon (Si) metal smelter to investigate the different particulate matter (PM) fractions. 
In a second campaign, nine new air samples were collected with the Sioutas personal cascade 
impactors using stationary sampling. It was found that wall deposition was substantial in the 
upper stages of the Sioutas cascade impactors, which meant that quite often more PM was 
deposited on the inner walls of the impactor than on the filter substrates. At the same time, wall 
deposition did most probably not affect the collection of the finest particles (< 0.25 µm). Besides 
wall deposition of the particles, the effect of high PM concentration on the impactor performance, 
particle bouncing and blow off, high particle mass loading and impact fragmentation of the 
particle agglomerates were considered for explaining the malfunctioning of the Sioutas impactors 
in the Si metal smelter. Furthermore, concentrations of the finest PM fraction (< 0.25 µm) and 
respirable fraction both collected by personal sampling are reported and discussed in the paper. 
 
Keywords: Ultrafine particles, Respirable fraction, Sioutas cascade impactor, Wall deposition 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The health effects in the respiratory tract resulting from the inhaled and deposited particulate 
matter (PM) depend on the dose received, the site of deposition and the body`s response to the 
deposited particles (Volkwein et al., 2011). Consequently, an important aim of workplace air 
measurement is to estimate the effective dose of PM delivered to the lungs. Aerosol particle size 
is one of the key factors that determine where and whether particles will deposit in the respiratory 
tract (ICRP, 1994; Bartley and Vincent, 2011). 

From most conventional workplace aerosol measurements information on particle size distribution 
is not available. Cascade impactors can be useful tools to assess the mass size distribution. In 
spite of the importance of the particle size distribution in workplace aerosol characterisation, 
cascade impactors are not very widespread for personal sampling. Nevertheless, there exist a 
few alternatives and an overview of published studies follows. Nieuwenhuijsen et al. (1998) 
applied Sierra Marple 294 cascade impactors to measure personal dust exposure levels and the 
particle size distribution of the dust occurring during various agricultural operations in California. 
Cohen and Powers (2000) investigated the exposure to copper and zinc in a nonferrous foundry. 
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Results from single jet personal cascade impactors with five to six stages were compared to previous 
findings obtained by using cyclones. In a study by Chen et al. (2007) particle size distributions of 
oil mists in fastener manufacturing industry were determined by modified Marple 8-stage 
cascade impactors. Dufresne et al. (2009) applied 8-stage Sierra impactors in a magnesium foundry 
and three aluminium smelters. The collected samples were used to determine the beryllium 
content in the different size fractions. Birch et al. (2011) collected personal samples during carbon 
nanofiber production with Sioutas cascade impactors. The impactor stages and the after filter 
were equipped with quartz-fiber filters to determine the elemental and organic carbon content. 
Berlinger et al. (2015) collected personal air samples with Sioutas personal cascade impactors 
among tappers and crane operators in manganese alloy smelters. None of these studies reported 
any significant challenges with the personal impactors applied for PM sample collection. 

As a part of a larger study in metal smelters in Norway, personal aerosol samples were collected 
by Sioutas cascade impactors and respirable cyclones in parallel in a silicon (Si) metal smelter to 
investigate the different PM fractions. The present paper describes the challenges with the 
applied personal cascade impactor samplers in this environment, discusses the possible reasons 
for the malfunction of the impactors and presents selected results largely unaffected from error. 
 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
2.1 Sampling Site and Subjects 

Personal air samples among 25 furnace workers and nine stationary samples at one location 
were collected in a Si metal smelter in Norway in autumn 2013 and in spring 2016, respectively. 
The plant has two smelting furnaces producing metallurgical Si. The main work tasks of the 
furnace workers were to control the tapping process from the furnace and to operate the cranes 
during casting of liquid Si. 
 
2.2 Aerosol Sampling 

The sampling strategy followed more or less the same procedure as reported in Berlinger et 
al. (2015) where each worker carried three samplers. A Sioutas cascade impactor with four 
impaction stages (SKC, Eighty Four, PA, USA) ran in parallel with a respirable cyclone (JS Holdings, 
Stevenage, UK) collecting the respirable PM fraction (parallel respirable fraction) for 2 to 3 hours. 
A second respirable cyclone was used to collect full-shift (approx. 8 hours) air samples in the 
breathing zone of workers (full-shift respirable fraction). 

The impactor and the cyclones both are inertial particle collectors, but differ in the flow geometry 
and therefore used inertial forces. While an impactor relies on the particle momentum to separate 
the particle from the gas flow, in a cyclone the centrifugal force is used. For an overview, refer to 
Marple et al. (2011). 

The Sioutas cascade impactor was operated at a flow rate of 9 L min–1 Particles are separated 
on the impactor stages from the top to the bottom in the following aerodynamic particle diameter 
ranges (in µm): 10–2.5, 2.5–1.0, 1.0–0.5, 0.5–0.25. Particles on the four impaction stages are 
collected on 25-mm polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter substrates with 0.5 µm pore-size (Pall 
Corporation, Port Washington, NY, USA), whereas particles below the 0.25 µm cut-point of the 
last stage are collected on a 2.0 µm pore-size 37-mm PTFE after-filter (SKC, Eighty Four, PA, USA). 
More information on the Sioutas cascade impactors have been published (Misra et al., 2002; 
Singh et al., 2003). 

The 37-mm plastic cassettes in the cyclones were equipped with 5.0 µm pore-size PVC 
membrane filters (Millipore Corp., Billerica, MA, USA). In-house built PS103 personal sampling 
pumps (National Institute of Occupational Health, Oslo, Norway) were used to maintain the flow 
rate of 2.2 L min–1 required for the respirable cyclones. 

For the impactors, Leland Legacy model high flow personal sampling pumps (SKC, Eighty Four, 
PA, USA) were applied to maintain the 9 L min–1 flow. Because of the pressure drop limitations of 
these pumps mentioned in our earlier publication (Berlinger et al., 2015), none of the pumps was 
able to operate more than 2–3 hours in the Si metal smelter. The sampling for the impactors and 
cyclones running in parallel was therefore intentionally stopped after 2–3 hours sampling time. 

After processing the aerosol samples from the first sampling campaign and discovering the  
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Fig. 1. Sketch showing the location of the stationary Sioutas impactors relative to the furnaces.  

 
malfunction of the impactors, in a second campaign nine new air samples were collected with 
the Sioutas personal cascade impactors using stationary sampling at a location 3–4 meters from 
furnace 1 (Fig. 1). The sampling time varied between 3 and 77 minutes depending on the expected 
particle concentrations in the workplace air. 

Submicron particles was collected directly onto copper TEM grids (Holey Carbon film on Copper 
H7, Agar Scientific, Stansted, UK) with an electrostatic sampler ESPnano model 100 (ESPnano Inc., 
Spokane, WA, USA). Sampling times were suggested by the producer for various particle 
concentrations. Based on these recommendations, the sampling times were in the range of 5–
100 s. 
 
2.3 Analysis 

The aerosol particulate masses collected on the filter substrates and the filters in the first 
sampling campaign were determined gravimetrically by a Sartorius Micro model MC5 balance 
(Sartorius AG, Göttingen, Germany). The weighing room, dedicated to low filter mass measurements, 
had constant temperature (20 ± 1°C) and relative humidity (40 ± 2%) conditions. The balances 
were calibrated daily. Certified reference masses (19.989 ± 0.030 and 49.953 ± 0.040 mg) were 
weighed to assess the accuracy and precision of the mass measurements. The mass detection 
limits (DLs) calculated as 3 times standard deviation of all field blanks were below 0.01 mg for 
the different filter types used in the study. 

In order to quantify the magnitude of wall deposition in the 9 stationary samples collected 
during the second sampling campaign, the inner surfaces of each impactor part (the after-filter 
housing, the top and the bottom of the accelerator plates and the collector plates) were wiped 
with small pieces (4–6 cm2) of Kleenex (Kimberly-Clark Europe Ltd., Reigate, Surrey, UK) to collect 
the deposited particles on the inner walls of the impactor for further analysis. In order to dissolve 
the particles mainly consisting of amorphous silica, the impactor substrates, the after-filters and 
the Kleenex pieces were placed to 15 mL polypropylene tubes (Sarstedt AG, Numbrecht, Germany), 
and 2.0 mL 40% hydrofluoric acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and 100 µL of an internal 
standard solution containing 140 µg mL–1 of beryllium (Be) were added to them. After a day, the 
samples were diluted to 14 mL with deionised water (18.2 MΩ cm, Millipore Corp., Billerica, MA, 
USA). Filter and Kleenex blank samples were made by preparing unexposed filters and Kleenex 
pieces by the same procedure. The Si concentration of the solutions was determined by a Perkin 
Elmer Optima 7300 (Perkin Elmer Inc., Waltham, USA) inductively coupled plasma optical emission 
spectrometer (ICP-OES). The detection limit for Si was 5 and 7 µg in case of filter and Kleenex, 
respectively. For quality control of the determinations, small portions (0.9–7.9 mg) of amorphous 
SiO2 (99%, average particle size 80 nm) supplied by nanoAmor (Nanostructured and Amorphous 
Materials Inc., Houston, TX, USA) were used. The recoveries for these small portions of amorphous 
SiO2 were between 78 and 91%, which was sufficient for the purpose of the determinations. 

The TEM grids were analysed with a JEOL JEM 2100F transmission electron microscope (TEM) 
operated at 200 kV acceleration voltage and a FEI Quanta 400F ESEM scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) operated at 12.5 kV. Both instruments are equipped with Energy Dispersive 
X-ray detector (EDX), which was applied in spot mode on selected particles. Samples were imaged 
in TEM and SEM. Only SEM images are used for the determination of the size of agglomerates, 
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because the largest agglomerate sizes were larger than the field of view in TEM. TEM images are 
used for particle internal structure determination. The images in SEM were recorded with a 
resolution of 30 nm/pixel using secondary electrons (morphological contrast). Image analysis was 
performed with FIJI/ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) using the internal particle sizing algorithm. 
 
2.4 Calculations and Statistics 

Impactor data was used to calculate the concentrations of the respirable PM fraction as it was 
described in our previous article (Berlinger et al., 2015) in order to compare these data with the 
concentrations measured in the respirable cyclones. 

Statistical calculations were performed in IBM® SPSS® statistical programme, version 21.0 (SPSS 
Inc, Chicago, Illinois, United States). Logarithmic transformation was applied for concentrations. 
Two groups of workers (e.g., furnace 1 and 2) and two dependent variables (e.g., two parallel 
samples) were compared by performing independent sample and paired sample t-tests. A two-
tailed p-value < 0.05 was considered as the level of statistical significance. 
 

3 RESULTS 
 
3.1 Challenge with the Impactors 

Concentrations of the different PM size fractions collected by the personal impactors were 
compared to concentrations of the respirable fraction collected in parallel by the personal respirable 
cyclones as the first step of the evaluation. The correlations between the concentrations of the 
five fractions collected in the Sioutas impactor and the concentration of the parallel respirable 
fraction were low with the exception of the < 0.25 µm size fraction (Figs. 2 and 3). The respirable 
fraction calculated from the impactor data was on average 40% lower than the respirable fraction 
collected in parallel by the respirable cyclones (Fig. 4). This finding can only be explained by the 
malfunctioning of one or both sampling devices. Another finding was that the proportion of the 
< 0.25 µm fraction related to the total mass collected by the impactor was increasing with the 
increasing respirable PM concentrations (Fig. 5). 

 
3.2 Quantification of Wall Deposition in the Sioutas Cascade Impactors 

It was assumed that most of the PM in the sampled workplace air existed in form of amorphous 
SiO2. This assumption could be verified by measuring the amount of Si on the filter samples from 
the second sampling campaign, calculating the amount of amorphous SiO2 based on the quantity 

 

 
Fig. 2. The association between the concentrations of the PM fraction < 0.25 µm dae and the 
concentrations of respirable fraction measured in the Si metal smelter (n = 25, personal sampling). 
The two values represented by open circles are considered to be outliers. 
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Fig. 3. The association between the concentrations of the PM fraction 1.0–2.5 µm dae and the 
concentrations of respirable fraction measured in the Si metal smelter (n = 25, personal sampling). 

 

 
Fig. 4. The association between the concentrations of the respirable fractions calculated from 
impactor data and measured by respirable cyclones in the Si metal smelter (n = 25, personal 
sampling). The two values represented by open circles are considered to be outliers. 

 
of Si and comparing the amount of SiO2 to the amount of PM weighed on the filters. These results 
are summarised in Table 1. 

The amount of the deposited amorphous SiO2 (calculated from Si) on each filter substrate was 
compared to the amounts of the SiO2 deposited on the accelerator plate and the collector plate 
above and under the respective filter substrate. The deposited amounts of SiO2 on the top and 
the bottom of the accelerator plates were handled separately in these comparisons. The deposited 
amount of SiO2 on the inner surface of the after-filter housing was compared to the amount of 
SiO2 deposited on the after-filter. The results (given in percentages) are summarised in Table 2 
and visualized with box plots on Fig. 6. It should be mentioned that the concentration of PM 
during the second air sampling varied over a larger range than during the first sampling campaign. 
The ranges for the concentration of respirable PM were 0.92–27.5 mg m–3 and 2.7–83.4 mg m–3 
during the first and second air sampling, respectively. The relative wall losses seemed to be higher 
by higher respirable PM concentrations, but clear tendency for the concentration dependence 
could not be revealed (results not tabulated or plotted). 
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Fig. 5. The proportions of the < 0.25 µm dae PM fraction related to the total PM mass collected 
by the impactor vs. the concentrations of the respirable fraction (n = 25, personal sampling). 

 
Table 1. Mass of particulate matter (PM) on the filter substrates in different impactor stages of the Sioutas cascade impactor 
and the relative amounts of amorphous silica (SiO2) compared to PM (n = 9). 

 PM in µg SiO2 in % of PM 
AMa Median Min. Max. AM Median Min. Max. 

< 0.25 µm 3.023 2.492 0.522 8.191 89 90 74 95 
0.25–0.5 µm 0.134 0.127 0.081 0.239 87 89 62 99 
0.5–1.0 µm 0.079 0.038 0.013 0.258 85 89 56 98 
1.0–2.5 µm 0.081 0.049 0.010 0.339 91 94 79 98 
2.5–10 µm 0.145 0.079 0.012 0.651 87 89 75 97 

a Arithmetic mean. 
 
Table 2. Deposited amount of amorphous silica (SiO2) on the inner surfaces (in %) of the different impactor parts (A–D) in the 
Sioutas cascade impactor (the amount of SiO2 on the respective filter is 100%; n = 9). 

 AMa Median Min. Max. 
APb Ac top 104 103 40 215 
AP A bottom 96 90 15 189 
CPd A 174 143 33 557 
AP Be top 144 56 43 367 
AP B bottom 121 83 73 205 
CP B 202 130 24 561 
AP Cf top 133 57 29 521 
AP C bottom 108 74 32 309 
CP C 402 122 46 1952 
AP Dg top 55 49 16 120 
AP D bottom 123 114 16 340 
CP D 479 431 36 1412 
After-filter housingh 4 3 2 8 

a Arithmetic mean. 
b Accelerator plate. 
c Part of the impactor collecting PM with 2.5 µm < dae < 10 µm. 
d Collector plate. 
e Part of the impactor collecting PM with 1.0 µm < dae < 2.5 µm. 
f Part of the impactor collecting PM with 0.5 µm < dae < 1.0 µm. 
g Part of the impactor collecting PM with 0.25 µm < dae < 0.5 µm. 
h The deposited amount of SiO2 on the inner wall was compared with the amount of SiO2 on the after-filter (dae < 0.25 µm). 
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Fig 6. Deposited amount of amorphous silica (SiO2) on the inner surfaces of the different impactor 
parts (A–D) in the Sioutas cascade impactor (compared to the amount of SiO2 on the respective 
filter; n = 9). 

 

3.3 Particle Characterisation by Electron Microscopy 
The SiO2 particles had a chain structure and were composed of primary spheres with a strongly 

variable diameter ranging from approximately 10 nm to 500 nm in the same aggregate (Fig. 7). 
The aggregate shape is in principle similar to soot particles (Weinbruch et al., 2018), but the primary 
sphere diameter is considerably more variable for the SiO2 chains. TEM images show that the 
smallest particles are not spheres any more (Fig. 8). On nanometer scale, a structured surface can 
be observed, which increases the surface area of the particles. It cannot be excluded, however, 
that the roughness of the surface is partly caused by the electron beam (beam damage). Due to 
their extreme fractal structure, the aerodynamic size of the particles is considerably smaller than 
their geometrical size (Meakin and Donn, 1988; Van Gulijk et al., 2004). 
 
3.4 Workplace Particulate Matter Concentrations 

As wall deposition may have caused substantial sample loss in the upper impactor stages, 
concentrations only of the finest PM fraction (< 0.25 µm), which was most probably not affected 
by wall deposition, and the PM fractions measured by the respirable cyclones are considered to 
be correct and given in Table 3. The correlation between the concentrations of the parallel and 
the full-shift respirable fractions was relatively low (r = 0.40) most probably due to the shorter 
(2–3 hours) sampling periods of the parallel respirable fraction. The measured concentrations of 
the parallel and full-shift respirable fractions and the concentrations of the < 0.25 µm PM fraction 
were statistically significantly different (p < 0.01) at the two furnaces in the Si metal smelter. 
Workers at furnace 2 (GMparallel resp = 4.94 mg m–3, GMfull-shift resp = 5.23 mg m–3, GM<0.25 µm = 2.14 mg m–3) 
were exposed to more than twice the concentrations of PM compared to workers at furnace 1 
(GMparallel resp = 2.12 mg m–3, GMfull-shift resp = 2.46 mg m–3, GM<0.25 µm = 0.71 mg m–3). 
 

4 DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Challenge with the Impactors, Wall Losses 

The following factors were considered as explanations of the observations regarding Sioutas 
cascade impactors in the Si metal smelter: particle bouncing and blow off, high particle mass 
loading, impact fragmentation of the particle agglomerates, wall deposition of the particles, and 
the effect of high PM concentration on the impactor performance. 
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Fig. 7. Chain-like agglomerates of SiO2 particles sampled on TEM grids in a silicon metal smelter, 
composed of primary spheres with a strongly variable diameter ranging from approximately 10 
nm to 500 nm in the same aggregate. 

 

  
Fig. 8. Nanostructure of agglomerated SiO2 particles sampled on TEM grids in a silicon metal 
smelter. 
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Table 3. Concentrations (in mg m–3) of selected PM fractions measured in the Si metal smelter (personal sampling). 

 Percentiles 
Na AMb Min. Max. 10 90 GMc GSDd 

Parallel respirable fractione 25 5.01 0.916 27.5 1.14 12.8 3.41 2.28 
Full-shift respirable fractionf 22g 4.24 1.04 12.8 1.86 6.09 3.71 1.71 
< 0.25 µm (in Sioutas impactor) 25 1.76 0.199 5.25 0.348 3.35 1.32 2.34 

a Number of measurements. 
b Arithmetic mean. 
c Geometric mean. 
d Geometric standard deviation. 
e Respirable PM fraction sampled with the respirable cyclone ran in parallel with the impactor. 
f Respirable PM fraction sampled with the respirable cyclone collecting the full-shift sample. 
g 3 measurements were excluded due to unexpected stop of the sampling pump during sampling. 

 
The respirable PM concentration was sometimes high (up to 27.5 mg m–3 in the personal 

samples), but even the highest concentration was much lower than the concentrations which 
have been suggested to influence the separation in the impactor (Her and Kim, 1991). Particle 
bouncing and blow off as well as the effect of high particle mass loading in the Sioutas cascade 
impactor were examined thoroughly by Misra et al. (2002). Their laboratory loading tests of the 
0.25–0.5 µm stage demonstrated that particle bounce and re-entrainment, which would have 
been manifested by detectable decrease in collection efficiency measured for any particle sizes, 
do not occur for loadings at least as high as 3.16 mg at this stage. The highest loading of 0.73 mg 
on the 0.25–0.5 µm stage in our study was much lower than this amount. Proportions of the finest 
fraction and the deposited masses on the 0.25–0.5 µm stage were also compared in our study. 
Higher loading was not associated with higher proportion of the finest fraction. Fragmentation 
of nanoparticle agglomerates can be achieved by impaction experiments in the low-pressure 
impactors (Froeschke et al., 2003; Seipenbusch et al., 2007; Ihalainen et al., 2014), though it is 
not likely to happen in a Sioutas cascade impactor by using a soft substrate filter material like 
PTFE. In contrast, a carry over to smaller size cut-off stages can be easily explained by the fractal 
particle structure. 

The issues discussed above could explain the increase of the proportion of the finest fraction 
with increasing PM concentrations, but cannot explain the small amount of PM in the < 10 µm 
fraction compared to the respirable fraction. Misra et al. (2002) found that PM losses in the 
Sioutas cascade impactor stages caused by inertial deposition on the walls of the acceleration 
nozzles were quite low (< 10%), but increased with particle size. Such depositions in the upper 
stages could be visually observed in the impactors (Fig. 9). Moreover, the fractal structure of the 
single particles might help in building up structures on the walls with high stickiness due to the 
roughness provided by the particles itself. Taking into account the information from the literature 
and our observations, wall deposition in the upper impactor stages was the most likely explanation 
for the findings, although oversampling by the respirable cyclone could not be excluded. Larger 
particles (> 10 µm dae) entering the cyclone might be deposited on its walls. If re-suspension from 
the cyclone wall occurs, these particles might be collected on the cyclone filter. Experimental 
evidence of this phenomenon, however, cannot be found in the literature. 

The relative amount of amorphous SiO2 deposited on the different collector plates of the 
Sioutas impactor showed an increase from collector plate A to D (decreasing particle sizes). There 
was some variation in the relative amounts of amorphous SiO2 deposited on the top and the 
bottom of the collector plates, but the sum of the relative amounts deposited on the collector 
plates varied over a relatively narrow range (178–265% of the amount deposited on the respective 
filter). Studies investigating wall deposition in different impactors found that wall losses tend to 
decrease with particle size down to a certain size (Cushing et al., 1979; Mitchell et al., 1988; 
Vaughan, 1989; Rader et al., 1991; Marple et al., 1991; Michaud et al., 1999; Virtanen et al., 2001; 
Kwon et al., 2003; Demokritu et al., 2004; Stefancova et al., 2011). Some of these studies using 
impactor types which were able to collect finer particles, revealed that the wall losses might 
increase in the lower stages collecting fine particles (Marple et al., 1991; Michaud et al., 1999;  
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Fig. 9. Deposition of particles on (A) the top of an accelerator plate (B) on a collector plate and 
(C) on the bottom of an accelerator plate which were part of a Sioutas personal cascade impactor 
used in a Si metal smelter. 

 
Virtanen et al., 2001; Demokritu et al., 2004; Stefancova et al., 2011). Particles with less than 
approximately 0.5 µm aerodynamic diameter are progressively affected by diffusional forces with 
decreasing particle size, which will lead to wall deposition of fine particles (Schlesinger, 1995). 
However, it has to be considered that while the fractal-like particles are aerodynamically small 
due to their high surface to volume ratio, in terms of mechanical mobility and susceptibility to 
diffusional movement they remain large, as their mass and total surface are still that of a large 
particle. Most of the studies, however, used monodisperse aerosols to calibrate and test impactors 
and found relatively little amount of wall deposits, which therefore are generally considered 
negligible. There were very few authors who applied polydisperse aerosols (Vaughan, 1989; 
Durand et al., 2014) for their investigations and they found higher relative wall losses (up to 50%) 
than the authors testing the devices with monodisperse aerosols. Still, all these studies were 
performed in laboratory conditions. There might be papers quantifying wall deposits in impactors 
used in field studies, but the authors of this paper were not able to locate any. 

The main purpose of quantifying the wall deposits was to find out if there was an association 
between the wall losses and the measured PM concentrations. If such association could be revealed 
and described, it could be used for the correction of the results from the first sampling campaign 
when personal samples were collected. The number of samples collected in the second campaign 
was, however, too few to permit a modelling of an association. One also has to consider that the 
concentration of PM in a metal smelter is fluctuating over time (Skaugset et al., 2014). Impactors 
measure average concentration over a period, and if the association between the relative wall 
losses and the PM concentrations is not linear, average concentrations cannot be used to estimate 
relative wall losses. The increasing relative amount of the finest PM with increasing respirable 
PM concentrations (Fig. 5) still indicate that with increasing PM concentrations the wall losses 
increased in the Sioutas impactors used for personal samplings in the silicon metal smelters. This 
hypothesis is to a certain extent supported by the quantification of the wall deposits in the 
stationary used Sioutas impactors, as lower wall losses were usually found by lower respirable 
PM concentrations. 

In the after-filter housings negligible amounts of wall deposited amorphous SiO2 were found, 
which is one indication that the finest fraction was much less affected by wall losses. A previous 
study in manganese metal alloy smelters found that particle size distribution was very similar in 
all personal impactor samples independent on the work task or the workplace (Berlinger et al., 
2015). If we assume that the particle size distribution is invariable in the silicon metal smelter 
too, and consider the high correlation between the < 0.25 µm fraction (at least below 10 mg m-3 
respirable PM concentration) and the parallel respirable fraction, we might suggest that the 
finest fraction was not affected by the malfunctioning of the Sioutas impactor and therefore 
these result can be used. It might also be suggested, that the impactor separation was not impaired 
by the wall losses, at least not the separation of the finest particles. Moreover, the < 0.25 µm 
fraction is by definition contained in respirable fraction. If these two fractions scale proportionally 
for different concentrations—as it was described before and shown on Fig. 2—, it means that 
with a high probability the overall size distribution is not changing, and that selective losses in 
the after-filter stage are not significant. The finest particles then follow the jet stream all the way 
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down to the after-filter, while larger particles are deposited in the respective stages on the filter 
substrates and the metal surfaces of the accelerator and collector plates. A possible explanation 
of the latter deposition is that the amorphous SiO2 particles are highly charged and therefore 
captured by electrostatic forces on the metal surfaces within the Sioutas impactor (de Juan et al., 
1997). An elevated charging probability for chain aggregates was described previously (Cheng 
and Yeh, 1983; Cao et al., 2015). 
 
4.2 Workplace Particulate Matter Concentrations 

Even if the sampling with the Sioutas cascade impactors was not successful, the authors 
consider it important to use as many data from the sampling campaign as possible. It is very likely 
that the finest aerosol fraction in the impactors was not affected by wall deposition or other errors 
in the impactor performance. There was no evidence for the malfunctioning of the sampling 
devices collecting respirable PM. The authors therefore decided to accept, publish and use further 
the concentration results of the finest PM fraction (< 0.25 µm) and the respirable PM fractions 
(Bugge et al., 2020) 

The relatively low correlation between the parallel and full-shift respirable fractions was most 
probably due to the different sampling periods, which also suggest the PM concentration can 
vary considerably during a working day in the Si metal smelter. The statistically significant 
differences between the PM concentrations measured by the two furnaces might be explained 
by differences in furnace size, production volume and ventilation conditions. 
 

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

The use of size selective personal samplers can give information that can be used to estimate the 
pulmonary deposition of particulate matter that has penetrated into the lungs. Such information is 
important for more accurate estimation of the amount of particulate matter that may cause 
potential health effects. A better knowledge of particle size distribution is also important to 
understand health effects from particle exposure in occupational settings. Impactor samplers are 
useful tools; however, this paper describes limitations that should be acknowledged. Wall 
deposition will reduce the reliability of the impactors; in the present case, particle charge may 
add considerably to these losses. 
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